WKU Libraries is the first in the state to have TDNet, a new electronic journal finder service. We once had less than 100 links to e-journals from our A-Z list; now we have over 26,000 links and so much more.

- **Basic Searches for Journal Titles**
  
  Electronic Journal Finder has A-Z selection now with links to any databases in which electronic journals are found. Before we only had titles and links to journal or publisher sites but no connection to databases.
  
  View current table of contents. Publisher and TDNet-provided (local) table of contents for a rolling period, usually 18 months.
  
  Provides link to TOPCAT for additional holdings information (like what we have available in print or microform in addition to electronic)

- **Advanced Searches**

  Allows keyword searches, searches for certain publishers, and other features that will search the Table of Contents in the database and pull up full-text articles. **TDnet is not a substitute for searching the library’s research databases. If you are looking for articles by topic, be sure to use the library’s research databases.**

- **Create a My TDNet Profile**

  Receive TOC (Table of Content) alerts--a powerful alert service for individuals or class projects. Will send you email alerts with links to new articles appearing from your selected keyword terms, or by specific, favorite journals which you marked and that provide table of contents.
  
  Create as many profiles as you want. Separate profiles for different research areas; separate group profiles for different topics, etc.

- **TOUR (TDNet Open URL Resolver)**

  This feature allows you to be linked directly to a full-text article when available from an index, abstract or citation database (like ISI, WilsonWeb, Sociological Abstracts), thus saving you from logging into a specific database to retrieve the article you want to view. Just a click of the TOUR button takes you there.

Click the **(TDnet (Find E-Journals and More)** link on the Libraries’ Website.